INSIDER THREATS
A COUNTERINTELLIGENCE CHALLENGE

THE NATURE OF INSIDER THREATS
Insider threats are not only the most dangerous to
organizations but also the most difficult to identify.
Employees and vendors with authorized access to data
systems, Intellectual Property (IP), trade secrets, Personal
Identity Information (PII), and other forms of confidential
information are prime targets to co-opt for criminal networks
and intelligence operatives as they can easily obtain
information of value. Insiders can also facilitate and aid in
embezzlement, fraud, and various confidence schemes.
Corporations, government agencies, and even larger
non-profits must develop insider threat programs to identify
the threats early in order to take action.
While some companies claim to have software and other
technical systems to identify insider threats, these are
normally limited to network interactions. People have proven
that when security systems are improved to defend against a
particular threat, “man” will work to find a way to circumvent
or otherwise avert these security systems.

PROMETHEUS
DEFENSIVE INTELLIGENCE

Intelligence Collection

Prometheus, powered by proprietary
Artificial Intelligence, collects targeted
information from across the dark net,
internet, social media, messaging
applications, and many other data
sources.
Prometheus not only
collects information but identifies
specific intelligence that meets collect
needs based on the parameters
established. This drastically reduces
manpower and allows analysts and
intelligence specialist to more quickly
identify threats and other problems.
With a broad collection area Raven
can provide insight into a vast amount
of
security
challenges
for
corporations,
individuals
and
government agencies.

RAVEN’S APPROACH TO INSIDER THREATS
Raven’s cadre of expert consultants have decades of
experience in all intelligence disciplines, including
Counterintelligence. Raven utilizes Prometheus, an Artificial
Intelligence (AI) powered collection platform, to collect
intelligence both externally and internally to our clients. This
collection is tailored to account for corporate culture,
operations, and other unique situations each client is facing.
The information collected is then analyzed by our team of
former intelligence officers to assess the nature of the insider
threats and build a complete picture, so our clients can take
appropriate action.

Video

If you utilize video surveillance at your
facilities, or as part of your counter
surveillance operations, you know
that monitoring video is time
consuming and manpower intensive.
Use Prometheus to monitor your
video feeds and alert you to threats,
intrusions, and other information you
need.
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